Introduction and statement of result
Let V H ðC Ã Þ n be a variety and let Log denote the logarithmic moment map Log : ðC Ã Þ n ! R n , ðz 1 ; . . . ; z n Þ 7 ! ðlogjz 1 j; . . . ; logjz n jÞ. The amoeba A of the variety V H ðC Ã Þ n is its image under that map. Amoebas were introduced by Gelfand, Kapranov and Zelevinsky in [6] . They show that for varieties of codimension 1, the complement l p X q Amoebas have been studied by Passare, Rullgård, Forsberg and Tsikh, see [3] , [13] , [4] and [11] , where they explain in what sense they are dual to Newton polytopes. See also [9] and [7] for an application to the topology of real algebraic curves. A good survey of the subject is provided by Mikhalkin [8] . In Chapter 9 of his book [15] , Sturmfels explains the close relationship between amoebas and some piecewise linear objects called ''tropical varieties''. Some additional references are [12] , [10] , [14] and [16] .
Various kinds of chains
For technical reasons it is convenient to define our homology groups using some kinds of chains other than the familiar singular chains sing C . Our chains will be defined on triangulated spaces X (see [2] chapter II, Section 5), but we will only use them for open subsets of a real vector space p (complements of amoebas). We shall show that all these chains give rise to the same homology groups as singular chains with Z coe‰cients.
Let D k , k d 0, be the standard k-simplex. Let pl C k ðX Þ and ps C k ðX Þ be the subgroups of singular k-chains generated by piecewise linear, respectively piecewise smooth maps D k ! X . Let W k ðX Þ be the space of piecewise smooth k-forms, smooth on the cells of some triangulation of X and compatible with restrictions to faces. We call two k-chains s ¼ P l i s i and t ¼ P m i t i geometrically equivalent, and denote it by s @ t, if they are not distinguished by k-forms. More precisely s @ t if
where s Ã i ðaÞ denotes the pullback of a along s i : D k ! X . Note that a chain is always geometrically equivalent to one of its subdivisions.
The chains D C ðX Þ where introduced by Whitney in [17] under the name polyhedral chains, but for completely di¤erent purposes.
The boundary map q k : sing C k ðX Þ ! sing C kÀ1 ðX Þ induces boundary maps on all the above chains, making them naturally into complexes. Indeed, if a chain s is in pl C ðX Þ or ps C ðX Þ, so will be qs. Moreover, if s @ t and a A W ðX Þ, then
therefore qs @ qt and the boundary maps are well defined on D C ðX Þ and y C ðX Þ. Define augmented versions aC C ðX Þ of these complexes2, a A fsing; D; yg by letting Proof. This is a consequence of the long exact sequence in homology associated to the short exact sequence of complexes
where Z½À1 is the complex . . . 0 ! Z ! 0 . . . concentrated in degree À1. H ðX Þ. We shall apply the uniqueness theorem which says that any ordinary homology theory defined on the category of pairs of triangulated spaces is naturally isomorphic to sing H , see [2] chapter III Theorem 10.1 and chapter VII Section 10.
We first need to extend the definition of D H and y H to pairs of triangulated spaces and then show that they satisfy the Eilenberg-Steenrod axioms for an ordinary homology theory, see [2] chapter I Section 3. Let a C ðX ; AÞ ¼ a C ðX Þ= a C ðAÞ, a A fD; yg and let a H ðX ; AÞ be the associated homology groups. We need to show functoriality, homotopy invariance, exactness of the long exact sequence of a pair, the excision axiom and the dimension axiom.
The dimension axiom is trivial. The long exact sequence comes from the short exact sequence of complexes 0 ! a C ðAÞ ! a C ðX Þ ! a C ðX ; AÞ ! 0, see [1] chapter IV Example 5.7. To prove excision one can apply verbatim the argument of [2] 2 Everything also works for pl C and ps C but we will not need these notions.
chapter VII Section 9, everything is just much easier since our chains are not only homologous but actually equal to their subdivisions. Functoriality is defined using simplicial approximations of maps of triangulated spaces, see [2] chapter II Section 7.
For the sake of simplicity, we will only treat the case of spaces and leave the case of pairs to the reader. Given a continuous map of triangulated spaces f : X ! Y and a class ½s ¼ ½ P l i s i A a C ðX Þ, we choose a simplicial approximation g and let f Ã ½s ¼ ½ P l i ðg s i Þ. To show this is well defined, assume s @ t and let a A W ðY Þ. We have
We still need to show that this does not depend on the choice of the simplicial approximation. This is achieved by showing homotopy invariance with respect to simplicial homotopies. The argument is the same as the one used in proving homotopy invariance of singular homology and can be found in [2] chapter VII Section 7. r Proof. To construct such a representative, one first subdivides the pl-chain s so that the simplices are all represented by linear maps. This is possible by definition of pl C k . We then omit the degenerate simplices because they pair trivially with W k ðX Þ. Our next goal is to make the images of the s i 's only intersect in dimension less than k. We first treat the case when all the s i 's span the same a‰ne k-plane E. For every i, let T i be a triangulation of E that contains Imðs i Þ, and let T be a common refinement of the T i 's. For every k-simplex of T, choose an a‰ne map t j : D k ! E onto it. We can now replace every s i by the linear combination of t j 's to which it is geometrically equivalent. For an arbitrary chain s, we need to repeat the above construction for every k-plane E spanned by the s i 's. It is then clear that the resulting chain t will not have any Imðt i Þ V Imðt j Þ of dimension k. We claim that the support of t cannot be decreased further.
Suppose t 0 @ t. Given p A Imðt i Þ, we want to show p A suppðt 0 Þ. Since suppðt 0 Þ is closed, it is enough to show that any neighborhood V of p intersects it non-trivially.
Such a point exists because the Imðt j Þ's were assumed to intersect in dimension no more than k À 1. Let V 0 H V be a neighborhood of p 0 that does not meet Imðt j Þ for j 0 i. Finally, let a be a form supported in V 0 with the property that Ð 
suppð½sÞ ¼ suppðtÞ ¼ Moreover ½c is non-trivial inH H nÀ1 ðX Þ if and only if there is a point p A pnX in the support of C.
Proof. The chain groups D C ðpÞ vanish3 above the top dimension n, and hence the boundary map q n : Note that, by Lemma 2.7, the cycle qC determines C, and therefore 
The functional ½c 7 ! Ð c a p gives the standard isomorphismH H k ðR kþ1 n f pgÞ ! Z. To check that ½c is non-negative inH H k ðR kþ1 nf pgÞ, it is thus enough to check that Ð c a p d 0. Now let C be the unique chain such that qC ¼ c. If we call d the euclidian distance between p and suppðcÞ and let m : R þ ! ½0; 1 be a non-decreasing function, vanishing on a neighborhood of the origin and one on ½d; yÞ, we can compute ð
The right hand side is non-negative for all p and m if and only if 
with both C þ and C À non-negative and having disjoint supports (up to a set of smaller dimension). If there were a point p A suppðC À Þn X , then the same argument as in Lemma 3.2 would show that c represents a negative element inH H k ðpnf pgÞ, which contradicts our hypothesis. So suppðC À Þ H X and ½c can also be represented by c þ qC
Definition 3.5 (analogue of convexity). A subset X of a vector space is k-convex if, for all oriented a‰ne ðk þ 1Þ-planes p, the mapH
As explained in the introduction, a set is 0-convex if and only if it is a disjoint union of convex sets.
When X is open, one can check k-convexity on a dense subset of plane directions.
Lemma 3.6. Let X be open in R n . Then if X is not k-convex, there is a ðk þ 1Þ-plane p with rational slope and a non-zero class inH H
Proof. If X is not k-convex, there is an oriented ðk þ 1Þ-plane p 0 and a class 0 0 a AH H 
Amoeba complements
We can now state our main result. Before going on, it is convenient to identify ðC Ã Þ n with R n Â T n under the map
where Argðz 1 ; . . . ; z n Þ ¼
z n jz n j . Put on R n Â T n the complex structure induced from ðC Ã Þ n by the isomorphism Log C . For ðx; yÞ A R n Â T n , the tangent space T ðx; yÞ Á ðR n Â T n Þ splits as a direct sum T x R n l T y T n of two totally real subspaces that are exchanged under multiplication by i. Let pr 1 (resp. pr 2 ) be the projection to R n (resp. T n ). The point p being in A, one can choose a point v A Log C ðV Þ such that pr 1 ðvÞ ¼ p. Let q ¼ pr 2 ðvÞ. Now, let us consider the sequence of maps
where exp : T q T n ! ! T n is the (riemannian) exponential map that presents the (flat) torus T n as a quotient of the vector space T q T n by the lattice L ¼ exp À1 ðqÞ. Let T p be the image of T p p under the above sequence of maps. Since p was assumed to have rational slope in R n , the image of T p p in T q T n has rational slope with respect to L, and T p is therefore a closed subtorus of T n (as opposed to a dense leaf of some foliation).
Let
By definition of T p , the tangent space T ð p; qÞ p C F T p p l T q T p is invariant under i. This implies that all tangent spaces T ðx; yÞ p C are invariant under i, and therefore p C is a complex submanifold of R n Â T n . Indeed p C can be identified with a coset of a subgroup of the complex Lie group R n Â T n , and translation in the group gives a complex isomorphism of T ðx; yÞ ðR n Â T n Þ with T ð p; qÞ Á ðR n Â T n Þ sending T ðx; yÞ p C to T ð p; qÞ p C .
For the rest of the proof, the important properties of p C are that it is complex and that v A Log C ðV Þ V p C .
q ¼ pr 2 ðvÞ The upper half represents the variety V in C n and the cycle jðcÞ linked around V . The chain jðCÞ is bounded by jðcÞ and lies on the complex manifold Log À1 C ðp C Þ (which is actually a variety). It intersects V in Log À1 C ðvÞ, and because both jðCÞ and V are complex, this gives a positive contribution to the linking number lkðjðcÞ; V Þ.
